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Ofsted, the education watchdog, is proposing to launch "no notice" inspections of independent
schools falling under its direct control amid fears that too many children are being let down.

This follows concerns that some children in private Islamic and evangelical Christian schools are
not receiving a balanced education. The new regulations, detailed in a consultation document,
demand that schools prepare pupils for life in a "modern British multicultural society".

In some independent "faith schools" run by Islamic bodies and evangelical Christian groups there is
a suspicion that children are indoctrinated rather than given an opportunity to make up their own
minds about religion.

A significant number of these schools had also failed to put proper child protection procedures in
place and had employed people without checking their references or carrying out a Criminal
Records check.

Ofsted is responsible only for directly inspecting private schools that are not members of the
Independent Schools Council – the umbrella body representing most fee-paying education in the
UK – and other smaller associations. Some of them are very small, serving only a handful of pupils.

Although schools do not have to follow the Government's National Curriculum, Ofsted warned that
the quality of lesson content "can vary considerably", adding: "Schools must demonstrate how the
curriculum engages the pupils and helps all of them to achieve their best."

The new inspection system will also have a tighter focus on preparing children for life in
multicultural Britain particularly as many independent schools "serve distinctive faith communities",
Ofsted said.

This comes after repeated concerns raised about the curriculum in some Islamic schools. A
Panorama documentary shown on BBC1 in 2010 claimed to have unearthed evidence of textbooks
being used in a network of 40 private Muslim schools that make reference to chopping off thieves'
hands.

Ofsted is seeking views on its proposals for a revised framework for the inspection of independent
schools. The closing date for the consultation is 17 April 2012.

Also see: Independent Muslim 'faith school' dispute with Newham over 'inclusivity'
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Related Campaigns

No more faith schools

We need inclusive schools free from religious discrimination, privilege or control.

Read More
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Allowing more religious selection in schools would be a big
mistake

Abandoning the 50% admission cap would exacerbate the discrimination, disadvantage and
division inherent with faith schools, argues Stephen Evans. Read More »

NSS joins open letter against faith school discrimination

Education experts, politicians, religious leaders and public figures unite to call on Education
Secretary to keep the faith school admissions cap. Read More »

Faith school found inadequate for ten years fails inspection
again

Jewish school where teachers slapped children criticised for poor secular education in latest
inspection. Read More »

NSS urges PM to retain cap on faith-based admissions

Supporters of inclusive schools encouraged to tell MPs to protect the 50% cap. Read More »
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Faith-based academies could be free to select all pupils based on religion within months, sources
say. Read More »
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